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This research and development teas conduct6it in r spOnse to the Nary
Decision Coordinating paper,- Education and Training Devei-opment (NDCp-.
Z0108-IAN) under subproject 20108-PN.32, Advanced Computer-Based Systems
for Instructional Dialogue, and the sponsorship of the Direttor, Naval
EduCation and Training (OP-99): The overall o-hjective ofi the subproject
is to develop and evaluate advanced technique of individualized instruc-
tion.

This is one in a series of six reports dealing with the BASIC (Bog-in-
is All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Cade) Instructional Program (BIP),

which is, a "tutorial" programming laboratory designed for the student who
had no previous training in programming. The others concern the B1F,''

studon't manual (Note 1, ,1978),'supervisor alanuel (Note 2, 1978), syat9iir
documentation (Note 3; 1978), conversion of the student manual into-he
KAINSAAL language (Note 4, 1978),.-and curriculum informationAPNotics far
comOuter-assisted instruction (Beand, Barr, Geuld,C,Wescourt, 1.978). This
report describes the conversion of IITP itself into the MAINSAIL programminglonguaae.
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1 BASIC INstrectlonal Program (BIP) is a "hands+or. laboratory" that
,aches elementary programming it the BASIC language. This report sun-.

narizes the rewriting of RIP from UIL.,," a programming inrnuage available
only on PDF-10 computers, into MAINSAIL, aliongdage deoigned port-
ability on abroad ,class of computers.

The 1- de tory section describes DIP
, and tells .the'reaaon for wantingcc rewrite it, in a more machine-independ ' language. Section 2, the main

body of the report discusses Old ',actual rewriting 'of 131? in MAINSAIL, ani
in particular-, the redesign that was necessary to make BIP'mere machine-
independent, Section 3 describes MAINSAIL improvements over the SAIL vevaVol,.and Section 4, the current status Of MAINSAIL, _DIP, and possible future develop-.ments
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SECTION 1. INTROQUETION

The BASIC Inst ctional Program (BIP) is a sophisticated computer-
_based , aboratdry fox instruction in elementary programming in the-BASIC

ilangue e. Lt was developed'As an experimental system on the DISSS TDP-10
researdb computer facility in a.speciallzed high-level programming language
called SAIL (Reiser, L676), which is presently available, only to the PDP-10user community. Thus, a proposal was made to rewrite BIP in a more machine-
independent ,lasguage, so that it could be implemented'on other (notably,smaller) systems.`

1.1 Descri.tion of the BASIC Instructional P

BIP is a "tutoriaprogramming
laboratoxy designed for students who havehad no previous training in programming.. These students. work their problems

at an interactive terminal under the constant supervision of the instructional
progran, which offers hints or assistance at their request, BIP monitors each
student's.programming attempts, continvallysupdates its model of the student's
knowledge, and uses an information)neaork representation of the' Curriculumto allow individualized selection of the programming-,problems given to thestudent. Since BIT' runs in on interactive environment, the student receives
immediate feedback about any syntax errors and -inforMation about other errors,as soon as theY.are detected.

These features keep the student from going ton
far &own the wrong track without some warning. BIP's interpreter is builtinto the instructional prograh so that further assistance is Available afterthe first error message.

BIP has been used successfully by students at Stanford, at the U.S.Naval Academy, and at local colleges with access to the mass ,instructionfacility
The BIT, system, as developed in SAIL, and described in Barr, Beard, and

Atkinson (1976), is composed:of ten major subsystemS:

1. BASIC Interpreters--Responsible for identifying syntax and runt
errors. Includes standard. debugging and editing commands.

Program (ERROR DOCTOR)--Identifies thi
bugs in student programs.

II II? system-Gives advice and refer
manual based on cues from the first two

4, Saluti.on C
solve the pro

the of
-ens.

structural

ine student

r -- Verifies that the student's program d_

5. The cutriculurn and the BIP Student u large se
nin g problems, with hints and model solutions, and th
that, students use as a reference during the course..

Currieulum I
structure, of ie

n Network and s
iculum and turn

of program-
off-line mane

eat modelDescribes the
__ abilities of the student,

so that task sequencing can be indiv dualized.
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Ins ct-r/Su visor
monitoring their prog ,e
plaints.-

bilites--Examples
sending messages, and responding to cam-

.

e.enrolling students,

FLOW) and rashice flowmhartin

The data collection facility- -Used to save "protocols,"
of (student sessions.

records

10. .TJLA11±TL11-11111ELL9m--used to allow students to save up
to ten of tpeir-Trograms a-La time.

FLOW and REP (8 above) are the Only parts of SAIL HIP that have not yet been
written far MAINSAIL BIP. Before they can-he implemented,,a machine-
independent display package must be written to access terminal-dependent
procedureS.

1.2 Original Plan: To Re-- c in BASIC

The original proposal was to rewrite the BIP instructional systeM in
the BASIC programming language, the same langUage that BIP teaches. Since
BASIC Is available on more computer systems than any othetprogramming
language, this would allow the.tesC and evalhation of the BIP course ins:
vide community of users. Further, BASIC is easy to implement on a small
relatively cheap) computer, fully interactive, and fairly easy to learn.

The BASIC language,: however, is not well,suited for the development of
programs as large and complex as'the Bry system., It has neither thever-
satilitk:nor the powet of ALGOL-like languages' (e.g., SAIL and LISP). To
implement the instructional laboratory in BASICwould require considerable
modification, and redeSign.

Another difficulty in trying to rewrite BIP in BASIC ,that, although
It is available on almost all general-purpose Computers, Most-manufacturers
have developed a unique dialect of the language. This has causechserious
RrOblerm in transporting even small BASIC programs'from one site toi'Artother,
since SYntax changes are almost always necessary. Changes of-this nature to
a program as large as the BIP systeM would make a truly transportahle system
unfeasible.

. Finally; there are considerable difficulties involved in rewriting the
code in BASIC for a small.computer, primarily because off the restrictions
the BASIC language (no recursion, nostringscanningi---and Small segment size.).
BIP's Curriculum Information Network and the student model (which form the
data base-of the task-selection algorithm) make extensive use of the associa-
tive-data structures available in the SAIL language; and the syntax parser
is thoroughly recursive. These subsystems would be very\difficult to imple-
ment in BASIC.



Final Lan uaze Decis lon.

1)1

MAINSAIL ui(MAchine-INdepdent 'AIL) (Wilcox, 1977a) is a lauivage
being developed at .the Stanford Uni rsity Medical Experimental (SUMEX)
Computer Facility. MAINSAIL has ev lved from SAIL, which was dev opedin the late 1960's at Stanford's A ficial Intelligence Laborator

, SAIL 04 designed for execution on a PDP-10 computer with the TOPS 10
operating system. MAINSAIL, as re_lected in its name, provides cap-
abilities similar to those in SAL independent of the underlying computer
sydtem (Wilcox, 1977b). -Itis des -fined to be-powerful and efficient,
a high degree of portability on a broad class of computer's. In fat,
design goals are met, Alafprogram- ritten in pure MAINSAIL will beab e to
be run on arty compu ter (including me minicomputers) that has a MAIN. AIL
compniler-,-regardless of differing ord sizes, operating systems, numb
and types of registera,-etc. It i designed for the development of p -
able software, such that programa an be transported, with no alteration,
among all implementations.

Any general-purpose computer ith a reasonably- powerful instruction set,
suitable data formats. and addreasa Llity, sufficient address space, a file-cD.System, and an interactive termirla , should be capable of supporting an
Implementation of MAINSAIL. MAIVS L is curtentl. -running onPDP-10's
with both T1NEX and TOFS-10 operating systems, an is under development for
POP-11's with three operating sys eats, RT11, RSX11, and UNIX. A number ofother implementations (e.g., 71-9 0, HP -3000, 1BM-370, IMTERDATA) ate under.censideration.

Because it Ls similar to SA1 nd because it was designed expresslyfor poreabiltty, MAINSAIL was loud co'be ideally suited for the trans-,
lation of UP. Any computer" that 'supports MAINSAIL will be able to runthe MAINSAIL version of B1P witho t modifications.
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S8CTION 2. `Flit; REWRITING OF

Initial Code Com

INTO MAINSAIL

rid MAINSAIL on Ilers

When the MAINSAIL translation was begun in October 1976, MAINSAIL's
first implementation, orVa POP-10 (the compu er on which;the translation
was done), was not yet ,Completed. Therefore for sever all months, it was
necessary to write code that was acceptable to .booth the/SAIL and the
MAINSAIL compilers. This was accomplished by writing sure MAINSAIL code
as much as possible, but using macros and procedures to describe to the
SAIL compiler the SAIL equivalents of various MAINSAIL _system procedures,
reserved words, eta. Conditional compilation was also used occasionally_ ;
that is,: somefimes two segments of code would be written to do the same
type of thing, one for the SAIL compiler and the other for the MAINSAIL
pimplier (a macro that was set just before using either compiler deter-
mined whiCh-segment of code was compiled).

Thus ,the SAIL compiler "understood" the MAINSAIL code, and the modulesthat were written during the first few months of the translation (notably,
the parser and the interpreter) were successfully compiled and tested by
the SAIL cOmpiler.. Then, in April 1977,'when MAINSAIL was up on the PDP-10-,
DIP was compiled and run more often with the MAINSAIL compiler. It was
still occasionally compiled with SAIL because of the availability of a good
Symbolic debugger, called BAIL (Reiser, 1976). (A debugger for MAINSAIL is
now being written.) However, since May 1976; the MAINSAIL compiler has been
used exclusively, and most of the code written since then has been solelyfor the MAINSAIL compiler.

2.2 The, Main Data Strucures

.BIPwas'written before the record data structure capability was addedto SAIL, at a_timewhen LEAP was theonly facility available for data storage
and retrieval other than arrayS. As mentioned in'the Introduction, SAIL HP-
made extensive use of LEAP structures that were replaced by recdrds in'the
MAINSAIL version.

-LEAP provides high-level data, structures, such as sets and lists, and
operations on those structures, such as union, intersection, removal and
insertion of elements, etc. LEAP also haS an associative data store of
triples that allows one to store and retrieve in'formatiA based ou relations
between specified elements. Take, for example, a "Skill of" relation. If
the programmer has forMed associations Such as "Skill of Task8 is 2" and
"Skill of Tusk8 is 8," etc., he can then perform searches to find the set
of skills in task 8 by having the.LEAP search routines return a set of
triples whose first component is "skin of" and whose second component is
"Task8."

. .

Records provide a means by which a number of closely related variables
may be allocated and manipulated as a unit, with 'ut the overhead or.limita-
tions,associated with using parallel arrays and without the restriction thatthe variables all be of the same data type. Each record is an instance of
a userrdefihed record, class, which serves as a template describing the variousfields. of a record. In the example Above, instead of forming .a "Skill of
Task8" association for every skill in task 8, and then later asking LEAP toform a .set of the skills in task 8 by searching for all triples whose .first

5
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ent is "Skill of" and. whose second component is "T ak8," we eolaid

%IP and keep the "set" readily available'durselves, by putting thid
k -skills in 4 1inked lint of records. A record class called
ld be defined to have two fields, one for a skill number and theother

Pointer:te the next record in Eu-Oinked list of skills. We could
record of the class. "skill" for each skill in task 8, and if the
ate 2, 5, and 12 then the linked list could be pictured as

12
r- 7"--
15 I
L-------1
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One of he'Main data structures in. MAINSAIL BIP is a linked list of
otds, one for each task. The thirteen fields of each record hold vatfou
nation needed by BIP, including the task name', its number, the locatlun

the TASKS file of its description, model solution, and hints, a pointeV
to the linked list of its.skills (aa- described above), etc. See Section 2.21
of Note 3 (1978) for a more detailed description of the task records. -P

LEAP was used extensively throughout the SAIL versionmof BIP, not neee-
lY because it Was the best of all programming structures for what was
d but beePse it vas-the only major data storage and retrieval methed

hen arrays, available in SAIL at the time. The high.--level LEAP

es have Cc) be vorY generalusually more general (and thus less
nt) than needed in any particular instance in BIP, and the LEAP syntax

often confusing and obscure. MAINSAIL does not` support LEAP because
runtime code for 'it would be excessive and because most of. the capabilit
provided by LEAP are easily implemented with records. The use of records
instead of LEAP ire the gAINSAIL version of. BIP did not cause any loss in

ela.x'itY, simplicity., or flexibiiity-in fact, it `led to a number of
Ceti both eonceptuallY and in implementation.

names oa different computers halves different length andcstar
specifietionS. On some computers, they be a maximum o

tern long; en others they may be almost as long as they user des
competero.allow the starting character to be either a-humber-
Eke .0 hers speeify that it must-be only a letter. Thus, in order
AIL SIP file names to be truly ""machine-independetit," they all. begin
lett rsand are a maximum of six characters`, in- length:

The format_of student history file names for example, is < student
num ev.HsT in the SAIL version of"BIP, In the MAINSAIL version, it is
.11STstudent number. (Note that 999 is the highest possible student num
since a four-digit number would make the history file name seven character
long.) - '

c,--....

another example, students are allowed to save up to ten of their
for ,later use. The file names for these in SAIL BIP is

1.=

tudent..aumberhatever name the student. assigna to the



In the MAINSAIL version, 9
May still ans latevc owls they

wish to their programs, .hut the file names tinder which the programs .1
actually saved are completely different. They aro kW format Srstudent
number>F<file number;., where f Ile number> 13 a number between h and 9;
A ten-element array called sterile holds the.names assigned by the stodenta.
For example, if student bor"88 saves his first program under the none
71DPERATOR," then sterile U0) 0 "OPERATOW;pand the name of the file actuallysaved is 588F0. ,Between se^sa ions, the student-assigned names ate saved in
the student hiStory (SectiOn 2.3 of Note 3, 1978),

2%4 Raceja2i,gn

The SAIL version of BIT requires a very large
strings. All the model 13. ons and task descriptions time 93 program-
ming tasks are kept in meMor -resident string arrays So-are all the error
messages, (nearly 100),*the help messages (nearly 4pq some of Which are 300-
400 characters long), and one-line descriptions of each of 83-programming
skills. The POP -10 has enough space for these strings.. but many other com-
puters, especially minicomputers, do not. Therefore, space-saving measures
were taken in the MAINSAIL veraion of RIP.

,articular for

Instead of being stored in
messages, and skill descripten.
messages is on a separate page a
page has pointers to the st
page and a message number,
message from the file MSCS.

tying arrays, all t P gages,
are on a file cal Mach grbap o
MSGS, in order. beginning of each

t o all"the messages on that page. Given a
eeific RIP procedure will copy the appropriate

All of the task informat'
etc.--is kept.on the file 'ASE
2.2 of Note 3, 1978) contains
information can be efficiently

2.5 History Files

st

-task description hint model cautions,
and the curriculum data structure (Section
raters, into that file so chat iIPPropriate
ceased when needed.

Each individual personal hiSto y file late file
store-information about student's eurrent,state(wha task he i
rently worIcing On', how manly coMpleted so far, etc:), and Past performanceon tasks and skills. SAIL OIF uses 36-bit words to save information'in the
history for each and for each skill. The 36-bit assomPtioa is clearlymachine-dependent, since SOMe'COmpuers.haVe 16-bit wordS,-Some 32-bit-words,etc. MAINSAIL has a data_tyPe called bits for representirg a short sequenceof bits. It will support at least 16 bits (independent of the' word size of
the host: machine), and,that is the number used in eacb element of the atadenthistory "in MAINSAIL BIT;

to

2.6 a and TIM"'

, Saving date and t
each task, the date of the
to the BIP.Superviscit; This was
this type Of information is

ion, such as the Amount 0

n on, etc.,. would he use
one in the SAIL version 0

red in a machine -depende

spent on
old of interest

Blf., &gain,
manner, usingTENEX,JSYS calls. For the MAW AIL version,- two simple machinedependent



procedures allowed by MAINSAIL qua ifierCOPED) are all that are
needed for each implementation. So far, they have mar.); been written for
the PDP -1.

Some ntationswill be unable,to-proVide date and ,oma
tion at all conditional compilation is use4 to' allow for eithe
tion. Before, compilation. of the Bill pseem, a macro called haveDaTime most
be net to TRUE if the machine-dependent.protedures have. been written for
the implementation, and. FALSE :otherwise-. If FALSX, then all the code-for
calculating, printing, and saving the date and time information is simply
not comOiled..



SECTION 3 IMPROV 1ENTS OVER TII SAID VEItSION OF BIP

The fact that the-, MAINSAIL version of BIT is. mac I-lime-independent ,while the SAIL version is limited to 'a I'DP-10 eh a 'TENEX operating system.,and yet does
is

that the SAIL version does (ekciu.ding the graphic program-,thing aids) is of course itself a tremendous i_mProv-ement, Sue a number ofother improvements in efficienCy and design were also made- Analysis of theSAIL version prior to writing the MAINSAIL very ion spariced ideas for improv edcode and algprithms and revealed some bugs, Which were promptly fixed-

The SAIL viers ion of BIP was written, expanded ,, and iMproved by a nurnbexof people over 'A ,period of years , The proj ec t deseiribed in this report pro-vided an ideal opportunity for one person to analye t he system clevelopecilby the8e, people, learning about its design, its sr'enE_,--;ths and weaknesses,and then' to rewrite it using what had been wr/..tte_n as a base and yer-retiesigni,n-p_.ad,goritrns. and data structures .wher iropro,veraents could he made(or where changes had to be made for machine-lodependnee). Important space -saving measures, as described in Section 7..4 were talcen, and virtually everyprocedure had minor im-tprovess in code that contribu ted to the overallprovement in efficiency and .design.

Major redesign was required in order to ufie record data
stt uctutre:

1:3-1

place of the extensively-used as tive data structuxes (LEAP) in hSAIL version.' The new design could also be considered an improvement Anclarity and ..nnee of implementat iOn. An extreme exanple is the ERIRDOK nnedcde:he SAIL version used a number of complicated I.Z_Ap structures, most of wh1c4were not related to the actual function of the 111DCK procedures. (At thatine that ER.RDOK was written, there was some hoPe o. using its complicatedinnor Clan- about the structure of the student's pricigriam in a more soptilscicE_=,,41L(1Soiu. ion checker.) Only two small linked lists Q fl 7e c rd s are 'used in the
_MAIN IL version to perform the same functions actuzally implemented inSAIL ersion (see Section 6 of Note 3, 1978).



SEcrION 4. CURRENT STATUS AND POSSIBLE 'F,,,liTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A,Il the subsyst _ iri the SAIL verstorl of BIp that were listed in
,2ectkoll 1.1, except for e terminal -depen ent graphic ,G features, haVe
been Loplemented in MAINSAIL. MAINSAIL I3I 1s capable of running on all
E)P..10 computers that have etthez TENEX or TOPS-10 operating systems, andWit` wil be put up on PD? -1.1' s when MAINSkIL Is avapaqe on them. It shouldbe able to ran on any computer that has' MAINSAIL.

Tie BIP Student Manual (Note 4 1978) has been modified to confr rm
vjitlityle MA1OAIL version of BIT'. Although BIT' is a "self-instructional"
.oysterno a Supervisor's Manual has been wrItteR to explain the goals, methods,
ilnd operation. Of tg.e system to supervisory per5ontiel (Note 2, 1978). Also,1 t :the:Lades documentation of all necessary clerical capabilities, ,such as
eegi.stating and terminating students,. exam ing their progress, and adding
Peciall- Programming tasks.

COmPlete documentation his been witten to describe all ,the programmingru-oduieg that comprise the MAINSAIL BIP system including the BASIC interpreter,
tame ta5k-se1ection algorithm, the carricoLuM, the solution checker, the help ,

sYstem, and collection of relevant student Performance dqta (Note 3, 1978).
detai led description of the information saved in student histories and of

the.currtculum data strut: ures is also ineloded.

Future possible addltioris and haproveno ts would include making MAINSAIL
available on various other machines, and writing a graphics display pack-

term_inal-dependent procedures so that the graphics debtrgRing package
(f104) Land the graphics flow-charting opt (RAP) could be implemented.

li
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